
 

Lectures
In the last lecture we saw that the order

of a subgroup of a cyclic group divides the
order of the group But is the converse

true i e for every divisor say k of theorder of the group does F a subgroupof
the group of order k

The following theorem answers that
It is a classification theorem ire itclassifiesall the subgroups of a cyclic group
Theorem Fundamentaltheoremoffydicgroupse

Let G be a cyclic group of order n and let
Ga Ca Then
d Every subgroup of G is cyclic
The order of any subgroupof G divides nFor every positive divisor k of n G has

exactly one subgroup of order 12 and it is
Santa7

Proof We have already proved parts and in



Lee 6 and 7 respectively So let's prove
Let k be any positive divisor of n We will
show that Cats is the only subgroup of order
k First of all 49727 is a subgroup

In order to find 149 71 recall from
Lec 7 that order of such a subroup is

1 Now gcd n ng nz D

GcdH'Fa
l angryI Mma K so it is indeed

of order 12
Now we want to prove that this

is the only one of order 12 Suppose HEG
and I H1 12 Then by H must be cyclic
and so H Lam for some m c It From

part 2 we know that mln Now 1HI k
and also IHl Kam I 2 But gcdcmmt.im

god min
So k Im m ng and hence H 49737

The proof of the theorem is complete
Dm

let's try to see what the theorem is saying



by an example

Excrete Suppose we have a cyclic groupof
order 12 i e G a Ord a 161 12
So the theorem is telling us that all the

subgroups of G are themselves cyclic Part433
We know apriori what are the possibilities
for the order of the subgroups must divide 12
hence can be 1 2 3,4 6,12 Part 1213 and

finally Part 3 is telling us that the

subgroupsof the aforementioned orders do occur
and we can describe their generators too

Order subgroups e's

2 AE say
3 fat
4 Lois
6 as
12 La G

Note that the subgroup of order 3 La't
is also a subgroup of order 6 2927



Definition A subgroup lattice is an illustration
which describes relationships among various

subgroups of a group
It is a diagram that includes all the

subgroups of a group and connects a subgroup
H say at one level to a subgroup K say at
a higher level g and only if It is a proper
subgroup of k Recall the definition of a
proper subgroup

Remove The notion of a subgroup lattice makes sense

for any group and not just cyclicgroups
So first write down all the subgroups

of a group G with G on the top and then
add a line between a subgroup at a higher
level and a subgroup at a lower level if
and only if the latter is a propersubgroup
of the former
e g Let's draw the subgroup lattice of 242 which
is cyclic of order 12 242 517 and hence from
the above example we know all its subgroups
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looks pretty ain't it

We saw that the order of a subgroup of a
cyclic group divides the order of the group
and made a remark in the last lecture

that it is a more general phenomenon infact
a theorem due to Lagrange In the next
lecture we'll see what the theorem is and
how to prove it using the notion of Cosets
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